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ARKOSES AEKORSS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [n] 

ARKOSIC ACIKORS ARKOSE, type of sandstone [adj] 

AUTARKY AAKRTUY national economic self-sufficiency [n -KIES] 

BARKEEP ABEEKPR bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n -S] 

BARKERS ABEKRRS BARKER, one that barks (to cry like dog) [n] 

BARKIER ABEIKRR BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARKING ABGIKNR BARK, to cry like dog [v] 

BIDARKA AABDIKR Inuit canoe [n -S] 

BIRKIES BEIIKRS BIRKIE, lively person [n] 

BORKING BGIKNOR act of attacking candidate in media [n -S] / BORK, to attack candidate in media [v] 

BURKERS BEKRRSU BURKER, one that burkes (to murder by suffocation) [n] 

BURKHAS ABHKRSU BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

BURKING BGIKNRU BURKE, to murder by suffocation [v] 

BURKITE BEIKRTU burker (one that burkes (to murder by suffocation)) [n -S] 

BYWORKS BKORSWY BYWORK, work done during leisure time [n] 

CARKING ACGIKNR CARK, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

CHARKAS AACHKRS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARKHA AACHHKR spinning wheel [n -S] 

CHIRKED CDEHIKR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRKER CEHIKRR CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CLARKIA AACIKLR annual herb [n -S] 

CLERKED CDEEKLR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKLY CEKLLRY pertaining to clerk [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CORKAGE ACEGKOR charge for wine in restaurant [n -S] 

CORKERS CEKORRS CORKER, one that corks (to stop up) [n] 

CORKIER CEIKORR CORKY, corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)) [adj] 

CORKING CGIKNOR CORK, to stop up [v] 

DARKENS ADEKNRS DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

DARKING ADGIKNR DARK, to darken (to make dark) [v] 

DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj] 

DARKLED ADDEKLR DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKLES ADEKLRS DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DEBARKS ABDEKRS DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEMARKS ADEKMRS DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DIRKING DGIIKNR DIRK, to stab with small knife [v] 

DORKIER DEIKORR DORKY, stupid, foolish [adj] 

FIRKINS FIIKNRS FIRKIN, British unit of capacity [n] 

FORKERS EFKORRS FORKER, one that forks (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [n] 

FORKFUL FFKLORU as much as fork will hold [n -S, -KSFUL] 

FORKIER EFIKORR FORKY, resembling fork [adj] 

FORKING FGIKNOR FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [v] 

GHERKIN EGHIKNR small cucumber [n -S] 

HARKENS AEHKNRS HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HARKING AGHIKNR HARK, to listen to [v] 
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HEARKEN AEEHKNR to listen to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HORKING GHIKNOR HORK, to spit (to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned)) [v] 

IMBARKS ABIKMRS IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMPARKS AIKMPRS IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IRKSOME EIKMORS tending to irk [adj] 

JERKERS EEJKRRS JERKER, one that jerks (to move with sharp, sudden motion) [n] 

JERKIER EEIJKRR JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adj] 

JERKIES EEIJKRS JERKY, dried meat [n] 

JERKILY EIJKLRY JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adv] 

JERKING EGIJKNR JERK, to move with sharp, sudden motion [v] 

JERKINS EIJKNRS JERKIN, sleeveless jacket [n] 

KHIRKAH AHHIKKR patchwork garment [n -S] 

KIRKMAN AIKKMNR member of church [n -MEN] 

LARKERS AEKLRRS LARKER, one that larks (to behave playfully) [n] 

LARKIER AEIKLRR LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKING AGIKLNR LARK, to behave playfully [v] 

LARKISH AHIKLRS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LURKERS EKLRRSU LURKER, one that lurks (to wait in concealment) [n] 

LURKING GIKLNRU LURK, to wait in concealment [v] 

MALARKY AAKLMRY malarkey (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n -KIES] 

MARKERS AEKMRRS MARKER, one that marks (to make visible impression on) [n] 

MARKETS AEKMRST MARKET, to offer for sale [v] 

MARKHOR AHKMORR wild goat [n -S] 

MARKING AGIKMNR pattern of marks [n -S] / MARK, to make visible impression on [v] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKKAS AAKKMRS MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 

MAZURKA AAKMRUZ Polish dance [n -S] 

MEERKAT AEEKMRT African mongoose [n -S] 

MIRKEST EIKMRST MIRK, murk (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRKIER EIIKMRR MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRKILY IIKLMRY MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adv] 

MURKEST EKMRSTU MURK, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MURKIER EIKMRRU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

MURKILY IKLMRUY MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adv] 

NARKIER AEIKNRR NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NARKING AGIKNNR NARK, to spy or inform [v] 

PARKADE AADEKPR multilevel structure for parking vehicles [n -S] 

PARKERS AEKPRRS PARKER, one that parks (to leave vehicle in location for time) [n] 

PARKIER AEIKPRR PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARKING AGIKNPR area in which vehicles may be left [n -S] / PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time [v] 

PARKINS AIKNPRS PARKIN, kind of bread made with molasses and oatmeal [n] 

PARKOUR AKOPRRU sport of traversing environmental obstacles by running, climbing, or leaping [n -S] 

PARKWAY AAKPRWY wide highway [n -S] 

PERKIER EEIKPRR PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PERKILY EIKLPRY PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adv] 

PERKING EGIKNPR PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator [v] 
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PERKISH EHIKPRS somewhat perky [adj] 

PORKERS EKOPRRS PORKER, pig [n] 

PORKIER EIKOPRR PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKIES EIKOPRS PORKY, porcupine [n] 

PORKING GIKNOPR PORK, to eat ravenously [v] 

PORKPIE EIKOPPR man's hat [n -S] 

QUIRKED DEIKQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

RECORKS CEKORRS RECORK, to cork again [v] 

REMARKS AEKMRRS REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

REPARKS AEKPRRS REPARK, to park again [v] 

REPERKS EEKPRRS REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REWORKS EKORRSW REWORK, to work again [v] 

SARKIER AEIKRRS SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SARKILY AIKLRSY SARKY, sarcastic [adv] 

SHARKED ADEHKRS SHARK, to live by trickery [v] 

SHARKER AEHKRRS one that sharks (to live by trickery) [n -S] 

SHIRKED DEHIKRS SHIRK, to avoid work or duty [v] 

SHIRKER EHIKRRS one that shirks (to avoid work or duty) [n -S] 

SMERKED DEEKMRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v] 

SMIRKED DEIKMRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v] 

SMIRKER EIKMRRS one that smirks (to smile in affected or smug manner) [n -S] 

SNORKEL EKLNORS to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SPARKED ADEKPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKER AEKPRRS something that sparks (to give off sparks (small fiery particles)) [n -S] 

SPARKLE AEKLPRS to give off or reflect flashes of light [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPARKLY AKLPRSY tending to sparkle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SQUARKS AKQRSSU SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n] 

STARKER AEKRRST STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

STARKLY AKLRSTY STARK, harsh in appearance [adv] 

WEBWORK BEKORWW weblike pattern or structure [n -S] 

TURKEYS EKRSTUY TURKEY, large American bird [n] 

TURKOIS IKORSTU turquois (greenish blue gem) [n -S] 

TWERKED DEEKRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

UNCORKS CKNORSU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

WARKING AGIKNRW WARK, to endure pain [v] 

WORKBAG ABGKORW bag for holding work instruments and materials [n -S] 

WORKBOX BKOORWX box for holding work instruments and materials [n -ES] 

WORKDAY ADKORWY day on which work is done [n -S] 

WORKERS EKORRSW WORKER, one that works (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [n] 

WORKING GIKNORW mining excavation [n -S] / WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose [v] 

WORKMAN AKMNORW male worker [n -MEN]  

WORKOUT KOORTUW period of physical exercise [n -S] 

WORKTOP KOOPRTW work surface especially in kitchen [n -S] 

WORKUPS KOPRSUW WORKUP, intensive diagnostic study [n] 

YERKING EGIKNRY YERK, to beat vigorously [v] 
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AIRPARK AAIKPRR small airport [n -S] 

ARTWORK AKORRTW illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n -S] 

BERSERK BEEKRRS fierce warrior [n -S] 

BULWARK ABKLRUW to fortify with defensive wall [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUTWORK CKORTUW type of embroidery [n -S] 

DAYWORK ADKORWY work done on daily basis [n -S] 

EARMARK AAEKMRR to designate for specific use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBARKS ABEKMRS EMBARK, to make start [v] 

FINMARK AFIKMNR former monetary unit of Finland [n -S] 

FUTHARK AFHKRTU ancient alphabet [n -S] 

FUTHORK FHKORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

HAUBERK ABEHKRU coat of armor [n -S] 

HAYFORK AFHKORY tool for pitching hay [n -S] 

LEGWORK EGKLORW work that involves extensive walking [n -S] 

MISMARK AIKMMRS to mark wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUDLARK ADKLMRU street urchin [n -S] 

NETWORK EKNORTW to cover with or as if with crossing lines [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONWORK KNNOORW not involving work [adj] 

OSTMARK AKMORST former East German monetary unit [n -S] 

OUTBARK ABKORTU to surpass in barking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWORK KOORTUW to work faster or better than [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

PINWORK IKNOPRW type of embroidery [n -S] 

PREWORK EKOPRRW to work beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PUGMARK AGKMPRU footprint [n -S] 

SEAMARK AAEKMRS landmark serving as navigational guide to mariners [n -S] 

SKYLARK AKKLRSY to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TANBARK AABKNRT tree bark used as source of tannin [n -S] 

TINWORK IKNORTW something made of tin [n -S] 

TITLARK AIKLRTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

TOPWORK KOOPRTW to graft scions of another variety of plant on main branches of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WARWORK AKORRWW work done during war [n -S] 

WAXWORK AKORWWX effigy made of wax [n -S] 

WAYMARK AAKMRWY object that serves as guide for travelers [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RK- 

ASPARKLE AAEKLPRS sparkling [adj] 

AUTARKIC AACIKRTU AUTARKY, national economic self-sufficiency [adj] 

BAIDARKA AAABDIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BARKIEST ABEIKRST BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARKLESS ABEKLRSS having no bark; unable to bark [adj] 

BEDARKEN ABDEEKNR to darken (to make dark) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIDARKEE ABDEEIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BIFORKED BDEFIKOR divided into two branches [adj] 

CHARKING ACGHIKNR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 
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CHIRKEST CEHIKRST CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRKING CGHIIKNR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CLERKDOM CDEKLMOR status or function of clerk [n -S] 

CLERKING CEGIKLNR CLERK, to serve as clerk (office worker) [v] 

CLERKISH CEHIKLRS resembling or suitable to clerk [adj] 

CORKIEST CEIKORST CORKY, corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)) [adj] 

CORKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling cork (porous tree bark) [adj] 

CORKWOOD CDKOOORW small tree [n -S] 

COWORKER CEKOORRW fellow worker [n -S] 

DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark) [n -S] 

DARKLIER ADEIKLRR DARKLY, in dark (having little or no light) manner [adv] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR dark [n -S] / DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

DARKROOM ADKMOORR room in which film is processed [n -S] 

DARKSOME ADEKMORS dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

DEBARKED ABDDEEKR DEBARK, to unload from ship [v] 

DEBARKER ABDEEKRR one that removes bark (outer covering of woody plants) [n -S] 

DEMARKED ADDEEKMR DEMARK, to delimit (to mark boundaries of) [v] 

DOORKNOB BDKNOOOR handle for opening door [n -S] 

DORKIEST DEIKORST DORKY, stupid, foolish [adj] 

EMBARKED ABDEEKMR EMBARK, to make start [v] 

FORKBALL ABFKLLOR breaking pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FORKEDLY DEFKLORY FORK, to work with fork (pronged implement) [adv] 

FORKIEST EFIKORST FORKY, resembling fork [adj] 

FORKLESS EFKLORSS having no fork [adj] 

FORKLIFT FFIKLORT to raise or transport by means of forklift (machine with projecting prongs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORKLIKE EFIKKLOR resembling fork [adj] 

GASWORKS AGKORSSW factory where gas is produced [n -S] 

HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HARKENER AEEHKNRR one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S] 

IMBARKED ABDEIKMR IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMPARKED ADEIKMPR IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

JERKIEST EEIJKRST JERKY, characterized by jerking movements [adj] 

LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSPUR AKLPRRSU flowering plant [n -S] 

MALARKEY AAEKLMRY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

MARKDOWN ADKMNORW reduction in price [n -S] 

MARKEDLY ADEKLMRY in evident (clear to vision or understanding) manner [adv] 

MARKETED ADEEKMRT MARKET, to offer for sale [v] 

MARKETER AEEKMRRT one that markets (to offer for sale) [n -S] 

MARKHOOR AHKMOORR markhor (wild goat) [n -S] 

MARKSMAN AAKMMNRS person skillful at hitting target [n -MEN] 

MIRKIEST EIIKMRST MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MURKIEST EIKMRSTU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

NARKIEST AEIKNRST NARKY, irritable [adj] 
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MAZOURKA AAKMORUZ mazurka (Polish dance) [n -S] 

OVERKEEN EEEKNORV too keen [adj] 

OVERKILL EIKLLORV to destroy with more nuclear force than required [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

PARKETTE AEEKPRTT small public park [n -S] 

PARKIEST AEIKPRST PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 

PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PERKIEST EEIKPRST PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

PORKIEST EIKOPRST PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

POSTMARK AKMOPRST to stamp mail with official mark [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

QINDARKA AADIKNQR QINDAR, qintar (monetary unit of Albania) [n] 

QUIRKIER EIIKQRRU QUIRKY, peculiar [adj] 

QUIRKILY IIKLQRUY QUIRKY, peculiar [adv] 

QUIRKING GIIKNQRU QUIRK, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

QUIRKISH HIIKQRSU quirky (peculiar) [adj] 

RECORKED CDEEKORR RECORK, to cork again [v] 

REMARKED ADEEKMRR REMARK, to say or write briefly or casually [v] 

REMARKER AEEKMRRR one that remarks (to say or write briefly or casually) [n -S] 

REMARKET AEEKMRRT to market again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPARKED ADEEKPRR REPARK, to park again [v] 

REPERKED DEEEKPRR REPERK, to perk again [v] 

REWORKED DEEKORRW REWORK, to work again [v] 

SARKIEST AEIKRSST SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

SHARKING AGHIKNRS SHARK, to live by trickery [v] 

SHARKISH AHHIKRSS behaving like shark (predatory fish) [adj] 

SHIRKING GHIIKNRS SHIRK, to avoid work or duty [v] 

SMERKING EGIKMNRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v] 

SMIRKIER EIIKMRRS SMIRKY, smirking [adj] 

SMIRKILY IIKLMRSY SMIRKY, smirking [adv] 

SMIRKING GIIKMNRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v] 

SNARKIER AEIKNRRS SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 

SNARKILY AIKLNRSY SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adv] 

SPARKIER AEIKPRRS SPARKY, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

SPARKILY AIKLPRSY in lively (full of energy) manner [adv] 

SPARKING AGIKNPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKISH AHIKPRSS jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 

SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [n -S] 

SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

STARKERS AEKRRSST naked (being without clothing or covering) [adj] 

STARKEST AEKRSSTT STARK, harsh in appearance [adj] 

TRYWORKS KORRSTWY type of furnace [n TRYWORKS] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

UNCORKED CDEKNORU UNCORK, to draw cork [v] 

UNFORKED DEFKNORU not forked (to work with fork (pronged implement)) [adj] 

UNMARKED ADEKMNRU not marked (to make visible impression on) [adj] 
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UNWORKED DEKNORUW not worked (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [adj] 

UPMARKET AEKMPRTU upscale [adj] 

WORKABLE ABEKLORW capable of being done [adj] 

WORKABLY ABKLORWY WORKABLE, capable of being done [adv] 

WORKADAY AADKORWY everyday [adj] 

WORKBOAT ABKOORTW boat used for commercial purposes [n -S] 

WORKBOOK BKKOOORW exercise book for student [n -S] 

WORKBOOT BKOOORTW sturdy leather boot for workers [n -S] 

WORKFARE AEFKORRW welfare program that requires recipients to perform public-service work [n -S] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 

WORKFOLK FKKLOORW manual laborers [n WORKFOLK] 

WORKHOUR HKOORRUW any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S] 

WORKLESS EKLORSSW unemployed [adj] 

WORKLOAD ADKLOORW amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

WORKMATE AEKMORTW fellow worker [n -S] 

WORKROOM KMOOORRW room in which work is done [n -S] 

WORKSHOP HKOOPRSW to collaboratively revise work [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

WORKSITE EIKORSTW area where work takes place [n -S] 

WORKSONG GKNOORSW song sung while doing physical work [n -S] 

WORKWEAR AEKORRWW heavy-duty clothes for physical work [n WORKWEAR] 

WORKWEEK EEKKORWW number of hours worked in week [n -S] 

 

8s end -RK 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

BALLPARK AABKLLPR facility in which ballgames are played [n -S] 

BARESARK AABEKRRS ancient warrior [n -S] 

BEADWORK ABDEKORW beading (beaded material) [n -S] 

BODYWORK BDKOORWY vehicle body [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

BOSHVARK ABHKORSV wild hog [n -S] 

BUHLWORK BHKLORUW buhl (style of furniture decoration) [n -S] 

BUSYWORK BKORSUWY active but valueless work [n -S] 

CAPEWORK ACEKOPRW bullfighting technique [n -S] 

CASEWORK ACEKORSW form of social work [n -S] 

CRIBWORK BCIKORRW framework of logs [n -S] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

FARMWORK AFKMORRW labor done on farm [n -S] 

FINNMARK AFIKMNNR finmark (former monetary unit of Finland) [n -S] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 

FOOTMARK AFKMOORT mark left by foot on surface [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FORMWORK FKMOORRW set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S] 

FRETWORK EFKORRTW ornamental work consisting of interlacing parts [n -S] 

HACKWORK ACHKKORW artistic work done according to formula [n -S] 

HAIRWORK AHIKORRW making of articles from hair [n -S] 
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HALLMARK AAHKLLMR to mark with official stamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDWORK ADHKNORW manual labor [n -S] 

HEADWORK ADEHKORW mental work [n -S] 

HOMEWORK EHKMOORW work done at home [n -S] 

IRONBARK ABIKNORR timber tree [n -S] 

IRONWORK IKNOORRW objects made of iron [n -S] 

LACEWORK ACEKLORW delicate openwork fabric [n -S] 

LANDMARK AADKLMNR to designate building or site as place of historical or aesthetic importance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

LEADWORK ADEKLORW something made of lead [n -S] 

LIFEWORK EFIKLORW major work of one's lifetime [n -S] 

LINKWORK IKKLNORW something composed of interlocking rings [n -S] 

MESHWORK EHKMORSW network [n -S] 

MILLWORK IKLLMORW woodwork produced by milling [n -S] 

MINIPARK AIIKMNPR small city park [n -S] 

NINEBARK ABEIKNNR flowering shrub [n -S] 

OPENWORK EKNOOPRW ornamental or structural work containing numerous openings [n -S] 

OVERWORK EKOORRVW to cause to work too hard [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

PIPEWORK EIKOPPRW pipes collectively [n -S] 

POCKMARK ACKKMOPR to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RACKWORK ACKKORRW type of mechanism [n -S] 

REEMBARK ABEEKMRR to embark again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RINGBARK ABGIKNRR to make encircling cut through bark of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RINGWORK GIKNORRW fortified circular trench around castle [n -S] 

ROADWORK ADKOORRW outdoor running as form of physical conditioning [n -S] 

ROCKWORK CKKOORRW natural mass of rocks [n -S] 

SALTWORK AKLORSTW saltern (place where salt is produced) [n -S] 

SCUTWORK CKORSTUW tedious or menial work [n -S] 

SEATWORK AEKORSTW work done at one's seat [n -S] 

SHAGBARK AABGHKRS hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHITWORK HIKORSTW offensive word [n -S] 

SITZMARK AIKMRSTZ mark left in snow by skier who has fallen backward [n -S] 

SOAPBARK AABKOPRS tropical tree [n -S] 

SLOPWORK KLOOPRSW manufacture of cheap clothing [n -S] 

STUDWORK DKORSTUW studding (framework of wall) [n -S] 

SUBCLERK BCEKLRSU subordinate clerk [n -S] 

TASKWORK AKKORSTW hard work [n -S] 

TEAMWORK AEKMORTW cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

TELEMARK AEEKLMRT to perform telemark (skiing turn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELEWORK EEKLORTW to work at home using electronic linkup with central office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TIDEMARK ADEIKMRT mark showing highest or lowest point of tide [n -S] 

TIMEWORK EIKMORTW work paid for by hour or by day [n -S] 

TUBEWORK BEKORTUW tubing (material in form of tube) [n -S] 

WIREWORK EIKORRWW article made of wire [n -S] 

WOODLARK ADKLOORW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WOODWORK DKOOORWW work made of wood [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 
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YARDWORK ADKORRWY work of caring for lawn [n -S] 


